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A huge welcome to Spring and the
glorious sunshine!!
We would like to remind you to label all
jumpers and other items of clothing. At
this time of year we have lots of jumpers
in the box at the end of the day and it
can be very difficult to match the right
jumper if they are not named! All
unnamed clothes will be put in the lost
property box in the Office Reception.

As we approach the last term of our journey in Reception, we
have been speaking with the children about going up to Year
One. We will be organising opportunities for Curious class to
visit the Year One learning area in small groups to become
familiar with their new learning environment and help support
them with transition. Some children may be more anxious than
others and we believe a good transition will help to alleviate
any potential worries.

Spy School
Spy School has come to Curious Class! The
children are enjoying using pens with
magical ink to write clues around the
classroom and to solve problems!!
They have been ‘spying’ objects caught in
the ﬁshing net and writing down what they
can see!
We made an
eye scanner!
You can’t
come in!

We have seen some amazing
learning this week!
The
children have made their own
areas and transformed them
into a spy office to work in!

I am a
detective, we
are looking
for clues !

STEM Week
We enjoyed taking part in ‘STEM Week’. Do you know what S.T.E.M
stands for?
Ask me and see if I can remember!!
We explored different objects and predicted if they would ﬂoat or sink,
we observed what happened to different materials when a magnet
was close by. We explored different shapes and made our own
geometric patterns. We also worked together to build a large marble
run using tubes and tape!!

I used triangles
to make a star.

The marble is
glass. It’s not
magnetic!

Key Dates for
this Term

These are subject to change
April 1st - Last day of term. School ﬁnishes at 2pm
and there will be no Jay Dee after school club on this
day.
22nd April - Curious Class Art Exhibition - Come in and
see your child’s amazing Art that has been produced
this term! Times to be conﬁrmed.
There will be an opportunity to purchase a framed
piece of work created by your child.
28th and 29th April - Trip to Crystal Palace Farm.
Please look out for the permission slip for your child
to attend.
Forest School- Can you send your child into school
wearing their Forest School clothes and ensure they
have their school uniform in a bag to change into after
their session.
P.E is on Wednesdays - Please wear your P.E kit to school.

